Solution brief

What’s New in Projectplace
May 2016

The May 2016 release of Projectplace brings several
enhancements to the service. The highlights are:
• Next generation Workload
• Android app improvements

Next generation Workload
Since its introduction, Workload in Projectplace has
become a very valued feature for our Enterprise
customers. This powerful feature provides managers and
team leads with unique insights to inform decisions around
the distribution of work among team members.
This release provides a completely new look and feel for
the Workload tool with easy and consistent ways of finding
information and access to different functions, including
more advanced filtering functions for workload information
and the ability to use multiple filters.

Project report from the
Status tab
Project managers whose project is part of a portfolio
and who report on KPIs can now download the
current report in Word format. Use this capability to
inform stakeholders who cannot access portfolios in
Projectplace or to keep a log of historic reports. You
will find the Download report-button in the Status tab
of your project.

Focus on current activities
in the Android app
A new view in the Android app highlights only the
activities that are currently ongoing, enabling users to
get an overview of the most important current tasks.
Download the Projectplace app for Android

We are making
Projectplace even better!
Big changes and enhancements are on the horizon for
Projectplace. Soon to arrive in the upcoming releases:
• Closer connection between activities and cards to
provide even better ways to plan and work
• New, modern look & feel with the most intuitive way
to find you way around in the product
• Usability enhancements that increase team
engagement and productivity
More information to follow via email and in
Projectplace later.
Stay tuned!
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